
Witches Runes are a series of symbols used for Divination
and gleaning insight from the Universe, your favourite future
self, ancestors, guides, spirits and the abyss. 

They can be used in spell-work and meditative practices as
well as in conjunction with Tarot or other forms of divination
to gain clarity and insight. 

There is no clear historical marker for when Witches Runes
came into existence, but most agree that they were developed
between the 19th and 20th century. 

Typically they will come in an 8, 10 or 13 Rune sets. We felt
that Heathen Moon Witches Runes would only be complete
with a 14th symbol. The Acorn came to mind fast and it’s
energy was present and accounted for ever since. The 14th
symbol is an important addition to the archetypal energy felt
as a divine Being. Acorns are all potentional, all wisdom, all
growth. They are the bridge between an old oak and a new
sapling.  They are the Divine Non-Binary.  

We know these Witches Runes will serve you well for many
moons and beyond. We hope you enjoy working with them
within your practice as you grow and expand.  
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Using Runes for the means of divination creates a connection
to the Wyrd. Grasping the untold truths of knoweldge &
wisdom from the deeper Spiritual planes. They are both the
known and the unknown. Keepers of the secrets of nature,
both minute and massive. The keys to which we unlock the
secrets, and the secrets themselves. 

We can also use Witche’s Runes to propel and enhance our
spell work, devotional and veneration practices and rituals. 

There are loads of ways to read Runes, both Elder Futhark 
and Witches. 

The simplest way that we have found is by holding a chosen
crystal, one that typically lives with your runes (Agate, Smoky
Quartz, Nuumite and labradorite are all amazing for
divination and connection) tumbling the crystal with the
runes in the vessel of your choosing with the question you
have in your mind.
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We can take a rune and place it as an anchor point for
energy. For example if we need extra illumination we
would use the Sun. 

We can pull 3 to get a snap shot of the energy.  

We can lay them all down in random order. Select a Rune
to find and start flipping them over. Lets say you need to
get a new perspective on life. Find FLIGHT and examine
the runes around it. See if there might be something
blocking your perspective. 

We can ask a yes or no question and pull a rune or lay
them all face down and select the one that draws our
energy to it.  

When you feel called to, tumble, toss or lay out the Runes
(some may get a tingling sensation or the temperature
changes in their hands, however you feel energy is right)
on your casting surface - cloth or table space. The Runes
that are face down with no image, you can ignore or set
aside. The Runes that are face up are the answers to your
query, the closer they are to you, the closer in
chronological time they relate to.
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1) Set the scene: 

Hold the intention that you are connecting with your
Runes. That they serve you to achieve the highest
good for yourself and those around you. With them
you deepen the connection between yourself, as well
as Spirit/Universe.

2) Light your incense/herbs or have a spritz of spray:

Letting the smoke cleanse your space, holding your
intention in mind. Set aside (you may have to light it
again if the ember goes out before it is needed again).

3) Place your Runes in your chosen vessel (cupped hands will work):

4) TAKE THE CRYSTAL YOU HAVE CHOSEN TO CLEANSE, CONNECT AND ACTIVATE
YOUR RUNES.
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5) Activating / Connecting them to your energy: 

Tumble gently by shaking or rolling the Runes within the
vessel (or your hands), ensuring the crystal touches each
one. (Hone in on the energies of your Runes and your
crystal, you will know when to stop.)

6) Envision your energy linking each Rune to you:

You can do this by taking one out at a time and looking at
it, holding it in your hand, or thinking of the imagery of
each one. I take each one from its vessel, gaze at it and
pass it through the smoke of the incense or sacred herbs
or plant ally of your choice.

7) close this consecration/cleansing ritual by saying: 

“I honour the messages received, now and forever. 
My tools will serve only the highest good of myself and

those around me, by doing so I honour myself and Spirit 
(Universe,Ancestors, cycles, Goddess, God’s etc.)."

Note: After you’ve finished your connection ritual, if any Rune made you pause look it up in

the legend! See if there is a message in that moment for you. 
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For added oomph to spells, taking out a rune that
resonates with your desired outcome or one that
amplifies your energy is a great way to use runes outside
of readings. They can be used for spell work, and to add
clarity to tarot readings or other divination practices.

Examples of adding a specific Rune to your spell work
would be using the crossroads Witches Rune for Hecate
or the sprout for manifesting. If you have a dedicated
space for deities you work with, gifting them a rune a
day is a great way to honour their energy. 

In this way, Runes act as a signal boost. 

Witches Runes
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SPELL WORK

The
Luminaries

T H E  S U N  

The sun illuminates that which has been cast to the shadows. It holds and
harnesses limitless potential. Vital energy infuses renewal for rapid growth and

clear manifestation. Casting away doubts. 

THE SUN

KEY WORDS 

 Strength

 Health 

Endurance 

Manifestation 

Illumination 

Opportunity

Overwhelming potential  

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving illumination of
opportunities. A clear path forward and to
harness your limitless potential. 

It is also an excellent Rune to work with
when our confidence is waning, use this
Rune in spells to anchor our energy in
sunshine and warmth.  
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SPELL WORK

The
Luminaries

T H E  M O O N  

The moon indicates it is time to delve into shadow work. Acknowledge personal
transformation. Use this rune to affirm your wholeness as you work through

tough periods of time. 

THE MOON

KEY WORDS 

Past 

Rhythm 

Cycles 

Illusion 

Transitions 

Subtle energies 

Intuition 

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving overcoming cycles that
no longer serve. When delving into shadow
work - use the Moon to light your way in the
dark.  

It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point to harness and increase our
intuitive abilities. 
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SPELL WORK

The
Luminaries

T H E  S T A R  

When you wish upon a star, you are sending your ene3rgy out with the intent
of your wish being granted. Once you place your fait in this process, be mindful

of how the universe presents opportunities to grant / bring your wish /
intention to you. Be clear with your desires, for you are a powerful Being 

THE STAR 

KEY WORDS 

Hope 

Dreams 

Inspiration 

Guided movement 

Belief 

Faith 

Risk taking, 

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving your own guiding force.
Sinking in to your truest and most favourite
self. If you feel like you’ve been off course,
using the Star to guide your way back is very
useful.
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point to fulfil dreams and harness
inspiration. 
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SPELL WORK

The
Archetypes

T H E  G O D D E S S  

The nurturing aspect of The Goddess and the energy that comes with this rune
signifies embodiment of harnessing your wholeness, just as you are.  

THE GODDESS 

KEY WORDS 

Nurturing

Healing

Birth

Cleansing

Femininity

Emotive

Comfort 

Utilize this Rune for sympathetic magic and
intentions involving self care and gentle
healing. For projects that need emotive
energy. 
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point to for literal birth - whether
it is physically a person giving birth or
birthing a new idea or creative venture, the
goddess rune is a wonderful support.  
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SPELL WORK

The
Archetypes

T H E  T R E E  

Bold focus and strong roots. Wise with age and strong enough to not only
defend against times ofbad weather but also about to provide shelter, food and

raw materials for those who need it. Freely given. Steadfast guardian. 

THE TREE 

KEY WORDS 

Empowerment

Leadership

Bold

Growth

Shock

Energizing

Supportive

Utilize this Rune when we need to be more
rigid or alternatively when we need to loosen
our rigidity. Can represent masculine energy.
For spell work and intentions involving our
roots and supportive foundations, add the
Tree as a symbol of strength and
empowerment.
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point to energize and give extra
oomph to our spells and intentions. 
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SPELL WORK

The
Archetypes

T H E  A C O R N  

Focused care and attention to grow to the fullest potential, but lending our spirits to
the possibilities and mysteries before us. A bridge to these Mysteries, the embodiment
of Divine energy. Divine timing & cycles. The Acorn grows the oak, the oak grows the
Acorn. Knowing the result of our endeavours doesn’t mean that the path will be easy.

Make space for growth both above and below. Within our physical vessels and our
energetic / spiritual bodies.  

THE ACORN

KEY WORDS 

Dreams

Focused care

Divinity

Sacred cycles

Ideas

Potential 

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving Divinity itself. When you
need a boost to your own internal power. 
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point to fulfil sacred cycles within
yourself, after a shadow work period 
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SPELL WORK

The
Archetypes

T H E  T R I P L E  A S P E C T  

The triple or trinity aspect involves Life - Death - Rebirth. It is also associated
with love or friendship. New Birth because of the flower shape. The sharp

points can indicate the pain of coming together, an understanding that our
heart is in another’s hands. Promotes harmony and a love returned in kind.  

TRINITY 

KEY WORDS 

Projects

Magnetic

Reconciliation

Charm

Companionship 

Triple Cycles

Love 

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving drawing things towards
you, when you want to reconcile your
emotions or circumstances. Use when
creating spells that could use a little oomph
associated with charm and charisma.  
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point to help guide you through
hard rebirth stages of life, it can add a
soothing energy, taking the thorn out of your
side so to speak.  
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SPELL WORK

The
Visionaries

T H E  H A R V E S T  

Strength and resolve. Look for opportunities to connect with elders to learn of their
wisdom. How did they accomplish their goals and dreams?  Where can we examine
what we have sown to ensure we are cultivating what we want to see for the future. 

THE HARVEST 

KEY WORDS 

Future Investments

Fruits of Labour

Self Reliance

Gaining Knowledge

Belief

Sustenance 

Utilize this Rune for  ancestor work and
spell work / intentions involving resources
we want to cultivate as well as
examinination of the crops we have built -
both metaphorically, physically and
spiritually.  
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point to align us with self reliance
and as a tool to guide us through
accumulation of knowledge 
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SPELL WORK

The
Visionaries

T H E  W A V E S  

As each wave hits the shore it transforms the scene. The waves are a reminder that
things are fluid, ebbing and flowing and transforming moment to moment. Use your

intuition to guide as your guide and inner compass. 

THE WAVES 

KEY WORDS 

Intuition

Hidden Thoughts

Restoration

Passion

Inner Strength

Movement

Fluidity

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving the ebb and flows and
fluidity of life. Use the waves when you need
to move forward with passion and inner
strength.  
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point to stir up passion and delve
deep within the waters of our intuition. 
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SPELL WORK

The
Visionaries

T H E  E Y E  

Witness both internal and external events. All eyes on you. Promotes deep awareness.
Enhances introspecting. Focus / Fine tune intention. The spotlight is on you, make

decisions consciously and boldly. 

THE EYE 

KEY WORDS 

Awakening

Seeing truth

Lifting the Veil

Psychic awareness

Witnessing

All eyes on you

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving seeking the spotlight,
uncovering the truth, glamour magic -
whether you’re countering or casting. 
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point for when you are learning
something new within psychic development
practices. 
Also a very useful rune to use for seeing
through and lifting the veil - you can use this
rune to amplify your divination practices. 
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SPELL WORK

The
Movement

T H E  C R O S S R O A D S

CROSSROADS

KEY WORDS 

Decisions both major and

minor

Stuck

Fear of moving forward

Points of view

Suspension in time

Multiple choice 

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving getting unstuck from a
situation or when you need a new point of
view.  
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point to get information in
regards to all the angles you want to
examine.

The Crossroads presents itself when we are suspended in time. Journeying on a
new path or in need of a new direction. When we are at the crossroads we must
make a clear and definitive decision for which direction we are heading towards.  
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SPELL WORK

The
Movement

T H E  S C Y T H E  

You reap what you sow. The scythe comes up when it is time to sever
negative energy.  A great ally in cord cutting rituals. A reminder that we

wield the tools needed to make precise cuts to continue our path forward.  

SCYTHE

KEY WORDS 

Sever

Cut away

Next level

Challenges

Fortitude

Acceptance

Caution 

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving cord cutting. Really
useful for helping sever connections that are
holding us back from the next level of our
evolution. 
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with as
an anchor point to gain energy and resilience
as we cut away that which no longer serves
us. 
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SPELL WORK

The
Movement

T H E  R I N G S  

When the Rings present themselves they tell us to look at our alliances,
where we are supporting and being supported. Examine what partnerships

mean to us and how we can be good and reliable community members.
Where can we combine our efforts and elements?  

RINGS

KEY WORDS 

Circumstances

Community

Unity

Common goal

Support 

Alliances

Partnership 

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving strengthening alliances
or partnerships. Use this rune to ensure
unbreakable bonds. 
 
It is also an excellent Rune to add to your
handfasting or contractual vows.  
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SPELL WORK

The
Movement

T H E  F L I G H T  

Flight signifies soaring to your most Exceptional heights, being your most
favourite self. It is an extremely positive Rune. Soaring over obstacles. Gaining
new and unique perspectives from a birds eye view. Whether you’re heading in

a new direction or gaining a clearer picture of what you are being guides
towards, Flight tells you you’re heading in the right direction. 

FLIGHT

KEY WORDS 

Movement

Messages

Spirit Communication

Gathering knowledge

Travel

Opportunity

Forward Momentum

Utilize this Rune for spell work and
intentions involving highlighting and gaining
a clearer picture of the opportunities that
are on the horizon for you. 
 
It is also an excellent Rune to work with if
you need a fast paced and quick spell
working. Use Flight to ensure that your
intention gains momentum fast and strong.  
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